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MODEL-BASED INTELLIGENT
DIAGNOSTIC AGENT

on at least one computer controller of the machinery using
reference information stored Within the at least one loW level
intelligent agent and/or information received from a middle
level intelligent agent to obtain a ?rst level of diagnostic
information.
The process continues by employing at least one middle

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to malfunction diagnosis

systems for diagnosing malfunctions in electronically and/or
computer-controlled machinery. More particularly, the

level intelligent agent to perform a second level of diagnos
tic tasks using the ?rst level of diagnostic information

invention relates to a method for diagnosing malfunctions in
electronically controlled machinery by tasking one or more

reference information stored Within the at least one middle

received from the at least one loW level intelligent agent,

level intelligent agent, and/or information received from a
high level intelligent agent to obtain a second level of

of intelligent agents disposed in the machinery to perform
various diagnostic functions at various diagnostic levels to

enhance diagnostic capability While reducing individual
component diagnostic tasking While accomplishing accurate
and reliable fault isolation and identi?cation.

diagnostic information.
15

from the at least one middle level intelligent agent Wherein

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

the third level of diagnostic tasks includes analyZing the

The importance of diagnostic systems for computer

information received from the at least one middle level

controlled machinery, such as motor vehicles, is constantly

intelligent agent relative to reference information stored
Within the at least one high level intelligent agent and/or
human expert information obtained remotely through a
Wireless communications link to accomplish fault isolation

groWing together With the complexity of the systems.
Vehicle onboard diagnostic systems (OBD) Were developed
to help diagnose and service the computeriZed engine sys
tems of today’s vehicles. Despite the type of vehicles OBD
systems are installed in, they all function to diagnose com

25

ponent malfunctions that occur in the critical or essential

It is appreciated that one or all of the above steps may be

tion. Additionally, the above described loW, middle, and high

maintaining compliance With government regulations such

level intelligent agents exemplify an embodiment of the

as the engine and emissions controller systems, respectively.
These systems commonly operate to detect a malfunction

concept and are not intended to act as a limitation as it is

further appreciated that the inventive concept may be
embodied in a single intelligent agent, a single level of
intelligent agents, or a plurality of levels of intelligent

or component deterioration before the driver becomes aWare

of a problem. HoWever, nearly all systems include a means
of notifying the driver that a problem exists in one of the

agents.

components Whenever a deterioration condition reaches a

cluster of a vehicle. Once noticed, the vehicle user is alerted
that the vehicle is in need of some form of repair and thus
should be taken in for service.
Although conventional OBD systems are operative to
diagnose malfunctions in a general sense, these systems do

Within the computer controlled machinery.
re-sequenced Without departing from the scope of the inven

systems required for the vehicle’s proper operation and

critical level. This indication is usually provided in the form
of a malfunction indicating light found in the instrument

The last step involves employing at least one high level
intelligent agent to perform a third level of diagnostic tasks
using the second level of diagnostic information received

35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

To further describe the nature and objects of the present
invention, reference should be had to the folloWing detailed

description taken in conjunction With the accompanying
40

not have the capability to determine a root cause or isolate

draWings in Which like parts are given like reference numer
als and Wherein:
FIG. 1 is illustrative of a block structural diagram of the

the fault. The repairperson is typically provided one or more

concept of the multi-level intelligent agent system;

fault codes by the OBD system that describes the malfunc
tion but not its cause. Thus, the repairperson is left With the

FIG. 2 illustrates a plurality of intelligent agents in data
communication as according to the invention;
FIG. 3 illustrates an example of agent reorganiZation as

responsibility of fault isolation. In some cases this results in
the vehicle oWner being deprived of access to his vehicle for

according to the invention;

several days until proper repairs can be made. Accordingly,

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of agent resegmentation as

there exists a need for a diagnostic system of computer
controlled machinery that not only can detect and describe
a malfunction but also perform reliable and accurate fault
isolation.

according to the invention; and
FIG. 5 illustrates a How chart of the general operation of
the multi-level intelligent agent system as according to the
invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
55

The present invention provides a method of utiliZing a

multi-leveled, model-based intelligent agent diagnostic sys

The present invention seeks to provide a multi-level

tem for diagnosing malfunctions in computer controlled
machinery to enhance diagnostic speed and accuracy in
addition to providing reliable fault isolation.
The method comprises the steps of disposing a plurality of

intelligent agent diagnostic system that is operative to
reduce the system complexity associated With traditional

model-based diagnostic systems While enhancing system
fault isolation capabilities.

diagnostic intelligent agents including loW, middle, and high

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, the concept and con

level agents, in the computer-controlled machinery such that
the agents are in data communication With the computer
controllers of the machinery and With one another.
The next step involves employing at least one loW level

intelligent agent to perform a ?rst level of diagnostic tasks

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

65

struction of the multi-level, model-based intelligent agent
diagnostic system 10 is generally illustrated. The system
architecture includes a plurality of intelligent agents 12
arranged in a plurality of hierarchical layers 14 Whereby the
agents 12 arranged in the loWest to highest physical layers

US 6,950,782 B2
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may be described as loW 16, middle 18, and high 20 level

stored data beyond predetermined thresholds then the loW
level agent 16 Will recogniZe and generate a fault code

agents, respectively, and Wherein the diagnostic and fault
isolation capability of the intelligent agents 12 Within the

generally indicative of a type of malfunction. This fault code
may thereafter be used as a ?rst level of diagnostic infor
mation for fault isolation Within the computer controlled

various layers 14 increases accordingly With transition to a

higher physical layer.

machinery M.

It is appreciated that conventional computer controllers C
collect data through various types of sensors Wherein the
data collected is analyZed and used to control the operation

of the machinery M by making adjustments to various
operating parameters or functions to bring them Within

10

desired limits. The data collected via sensors can also used

by the inventive diagnostic intelligent agent system 10 for
accomplishing general fault diagnosis and fault isolation as
according to the invention. Accordingly, a computer con
troller may also function as a loW level agent 16.
As such, intelligent agent 12 may be similar to a conven
tional electronic control unit generally having at least one

15

microprocessor, memory, a plurality of I/Os, and operating
softWare to facilitate the collection, storage and analysis of

trollers C. The loW level agent 16 detects a fault in the

diagnostic information. An intelligent agent 12 may option
ally be provided in the form of at least one Application
Speci?c Integrated Circuit (ASIC) incorporated into a com
puter controller C. Accordingly, the system 10 may be

comprised of a plurality of independent intelligent agents
distributed throughout the machinery M or as a plurality of

25

ASIC sub-circuits incorporated into eXisting computer con
trollers C. Accordingly, FIG. 1 illustrates a diagnostic sys

then the fault isolation process is effectively accomplished
via the use of reference models and/or learned information.
35

is done With respect to a system architecture that includes

for determining root cause or precision fault isolation Within
a computer controlled machinery M.
40

niZation process may be employed by the diagnostic system
45

information of the diagnostic system 10.
Reorganization by a middle level agent 18 is illustratively

computer controller C of the machinery via the data bus 22.
In this manner, any particular intelligent agent 12 can be

described With reference to FIG. 3B Wherein an electrical

selectably made to communicate With any one or all of the

computer controllers C and/or other intelligent agents 12.
Communication is de?ned herein as receiving, transmitting
and/or monitoring data traf?c betWeen any or all of the

puter controlled machinery M. It is appreciated that the data
communications bus, and/or communications channel 22,
betWeen intelligent agents 12 and various computer control
lers C may be Wired or Wireless Without departing from the
scope of the invention.
Preferably, the loW level agents 16 are operative to
perform a ?rst level of diagnostic tasks, in relation to tasks

10 When a failure model identi?ed by the middle level agent
18 does not coincide With the reference models or learned

is in data communication With each other as Well as each

system components as Well as the components of the com

Additionally, the second level of diagnostic tasks may
include a reorganiZation process Wherein the middle level
agent 18 operates to re-task at least one loW level intelligent
agent 16 to accomplish further fault isolation. This reorga

cation With a plurality of computer controllers C of a
machinery M as illustrated in FIG. 3B.
FIG. 2 exempli?es the manner in Which a plurality of

intelligent agents 12 may be disposed Within a computer
controlled machinery M having a data communications bus
or channel 22. As illustrated, each of the intelligent agents 12

It is appreciated that the reference models and learned
information may be derived from empirical testing, com

puter simulations, mathematical modeling, and data analysis

folloWing description of the inventive diagnostic system 10

loW, middle, and high level intelligent agents in communi

subsystem and thereafter generates and transmits the ?rst
level of diagnostic information to the middle level agent 18.
The middle level agent 18 performs a second level of
diagnostic tasks using the ?rst level of diagnostic informa
tion. The second level of diagnostic tasks may include
analyZing the ?rst level of diagnostic information in relation
to subsystem reference information stored Within the middle
level agent 18 to identify a failure model. An identi?ed
failure model may thereafter be compared to reference
models stored in, or obtained by, a high level agent 20.
If the reference model of the high level agent 20 coincides
With the failure model identi?ed by the middle level agent 18

tem 10 as according to the invention that consists of middle

and high level agents in communication With computer
controllers having diagnostic sub-circuits therein that are
operative to perform the diagnostic tasks that Would be
designated to an independent loW level agent 16. Thus, the
computer controllers may essentially be the loW level agents
16.
FIG. 3B illustrates a diagnostic system 10 Wherein inde
pendent loW-level agents 16 are provided betWeen the
computer controllers C and the middle level agents 18. The

Referring again to FIG. 3B, the middle agents 18 are
operative to perform a second level of diagnostic tasks
using: the ?rst level of diagnostic information received from
at least one loW level intelligent agent 16; reference infor
mation stored Within the middle level intelligent agent 18;
and/or information received from a high level intelligent
agent 20 to obtain a second level of diagnostic information.
Illustratively, a middle level agent 18 may be actively
communicating With at least one loW level agent 16 desig
nated to perform diagnostic tasks and monitoring on an
electrical subsystem Within the machinery M Wherein the
electrical subsystem is made a plurality of computer con

55

subsystem Within a computer controlled machinery M hav
ing a number of computer controllers C may initially only be
monitored by a single ?rst loW level agent-1 for diagnostic
purposes. Once a fault is detected in the subsystem by the
?rst loW level agent-1, the middle level agent 18 may
instruct a second loW level agent-1 to join the ?rst loW level
agent-1 in monitoring the computer controllers C of the
subsystem such that each of the ?rst and second loW level
agents monitor an equal number of computer controllers C
Within the subsystem.
The ?rst and second agents then begin to perform diag

performed by higher level intelligent agents 12, on the

nostic tasks on the respective computer controllers to deter
mine Where the fault eXists Within the divided subsystem of
computer controllers C. In this manner, it is appreciated that

computer controlled machinery M. Illustratively, a loW level

middle level agent 18 accomplishes further fault isolation by

agent 16 may be tasked to collect data from one or more 65 reorganiZing the loW level agents 16 in relation to the

computer controllers C and thereafter compare the collected
data With stored data. If the collected data differs from the

computer controllers C of a malfunctioning subsystem such
that the subsystem controllers are divided into smaller

US 6,950,782 B2
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groups for diagnostic purposes until precision fault isolation

troller thus possibly preventing a complete breakdoWn of the

is preferably realiZed to a single controller Within the

computer controlled machinery M. Thus, the diagnostic

subsystem. Reorganization may be done electronically via a

system 10 may be operative to facilitate re-segmentation or

multipleX/de-multipleX circuit integrated betWeen the plu

restructuring of machinery resources to prevent machinery

rality of intelligent agents, or via softWare operative to
re-task intelligent agents to actively communicate With

breakdoWn.
FIG. 5 illustrates a detailed description of the inventive

particular other intelligent agents.

diagnostic process employed by the diagnostic system 10. At
110, the process begins With at least one loW level agent

Once the reorganiZation process has facilitated the isola

collecting data from the computer controlled machinery and

tion of a fault to a single computer controller Within a

subsystem, the middle level agent 18 may thereafter perform
further diagnostic tasks using the ?rst level of diagnostic
information obtained by the loW level agent 16 associated

10

At 120, the at least one middle agent uses the ?rst level

With the fault isolated computer controller C. The diagnostic
tasks may include analyZing the ?rst level of diagnostic
information relative to reference information stored Within
the middle level agent, and/or relative to information
obtained from a high level agent 20, to generate a second

of diagnostic information to attempt to identify a failure

model by comparing the ?rst level of diagnostic information
15

level of diagnostic information. The second level of diag

agent for further diagnosis toWard accomplishing fault iso
lation.

Upon receiving the second level of diagnostic information

causal relationship are learned by the diagnostic system 10.
If the models do not coincide, then at 140, the high level
agent performs diagnostic tasks to isolate the failure middle
agent(s) or middle agent(s) that have recogniZed an uniden

from at least one middle agent 18, at least one high level

intelligent agent 20 performs a third level of diagnostic tasks
using the second level of diagnostic information Wherein the
third level of diagnostic tasks includes analyZing the second
level of diagnostic information relative to reference infor

ti?ed failure model.
At 150, the at least one middle agent operates to further

mation stored Within the high level intelligent agent 20
and/or eXpert information obtained remotely through a Wire
less communications link With a central knoWledge facility

isolate the failure by performing diagnostic tasks such as

30 to accomplish fault isolation Within the computer con

mathematical modeling and/or a human eXpert may receive

35

root cause analysis or fault isolation doWn to a single

reorganiZation of at least one loW level agent to identify a
root cause of the failure Within a plurality of computer
controllers that de?ne a subsystem of the machinery. If the
failed computer controller is identi?ed at 160, the process
moves to 180 Wherein the dynamic failure characteristics
and failure causal relationship to other components are

learned by the diagnostic system.

and analyZe information received from the high level agent
and thereafter perform diagnostic fault isolation. Diagnostic
analysis at the central knoWledge facility 30 may include
computer controller C and/or sensor level. The diagnostic

to reference information stored in the middle agent or to
information obtained from at least one high level agent.
After a failure model is identi?ed, at 130, the failure model

is compared to a reference model obtained from the high
level agent to determine if the failure model and reference
model coincide.
If the models coincide, the process jumps to 180 Wherein
the actual failure model characteristics, and the failure

nostic information is thereafter transmitted to a high level

trolled machinery M.
The central knoWledge facility 30 may include databases
of learned information from empirical testing, research,

sending a ?rst level of diagnostic information to at least one

middle agent.

If the failed computer controller is not identi?ed, then the
process moves to 170 Wherein diagnostic information is
40

exchanged betWeen the loW level agents and reorganiZation
of the loW level agents is repeated at 150 and process root

information determined by the central knoWledge facility 30

cause identi?cation is performed on a second group of

and/or human eXpert is transmitted back to the high-level

computer controllers at 160 Wherein the second group of
computer controllers de?ne a second subsystem related to

agent 20 and thereafter learned and stored as a reference

model/information for future diagnostic episodes.

45

at least one fault indicator operative to alert a user of

Thereafter, at 180, the diagnostic system learns the failure
model for use in future diagnostic episodes.
The foregoing is illustrative of the functionality of the

computer controlled machinery of a malfunction. The indi
cator may be provided in the form of a visual display such
as an LED, CRT or LCD display, radio display, audio system
via voice synthesis, audio alarms or the like. The fault

multi-level model-based diagnostic system for use in a
computer controlled machinery, such as an automotive

indicator may be selectably activatable by a serviceperson
during a service check to vieW malfunction history and/or

vehicle. HoWever, it is appreciated that the system structure

current faults.

Through precision fault isolation, the diagnostic system

the ?rst subsystem of the machinery.
The 150—170 steps are repeated until fault isolation is
accomplished to a computer controller Within a subsystem.

The diagnostic system 10 may include a capability link to

and functionality as described herein can be adapted for use
55

10 according to the present invention can be used to facili

With any computer-controlled machinery, including but not
limited to aircraft, marine craft, robotics, communications

functionally equivalent and therefore providing a level of

systems or other product and systems that rely on electrical/
electronic units for control and/or monitoring. It is under
stood that various changes to the essential components and

functional redundancy. HoWever, the diagnostic system 10

processes of the invention may be resorted to Without

can provide a mechanism that alloWs for this functional
redundancy to be utiliZed on an as-needed basis. For

departing from the spirit of the invention.

example, referring to FIG. 4, if an essential computer
controller fails and causes the machinery to malfunction, the
inventive diagnostic system 10 may isolate the faulty con

1. Amethod of utiliZing model based intelligent agents for
diagnosing and isolating malfunctions in a computer

tate self-recon?guration and ultimately self-healing Wherein
a portion of computer controllers Within a machinery may be

troller and thereafter command a second and functionally
equivalent controller to assume the role of the faulty con

We claim:

65

controlled machinery comprising the steps of:
disposing a plurality of intelligent agents in the computer
controlled machinery, Wherein the plurality of agents

US 6,950,782 B2
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to the hierarchical level the intelligent agent is disposed
in, and the plurality of intelligent agents are in data
communication With a plurality of computer controllers
disposed Within the machinery and With each other;
collecting data from the plurality of computer controllers
disposed Within the computer controlled machinery via

are disposed in a plurality of hierarchical levels and

each intelligent agent has diagnostic capability relative
to the hierarchical level the intelligent agent is disposed
in, and the plurality of intelligent agents are in data
communication With a plurality of computer controllers
disposed Within the machinery and With each other;
collecting data from the plurality of computer controllers
disposed Within the computer controlled machinery via
at least one intelligent agent disposed in a ?rst hierar

chical level, Wherein the collected data is analyZed to
obtain a ?rst level of diagnostic information and the
?rst level of diagnostic information is communicated to
at least one intelligent agent disposed in a second

hierarchical level;
employing at least one intelligent agent disposed in the

10

hierarchical level;
employing at least one intelligent agent disposed in the
second hierarchical level to perform a second level of
15

second hierarchical level to perform a second level of

diagnostic tasks on the ?rst level of diagnostic infor

agent disposed in a third hierarchical level, Wherein the
second level of diagnostic tasks includes reorganiZing

information, and the second level of diagnostic infor
mation is communicated to at least one intelligent agent

at least one intelligent agent disposed in the ?rst

disposed in a third hierarchical level;
employing the at least one intelligent agent disposed in

hierarchical level;
employing the at least one intelligent agent disposed in

the third hierarchical level to perform a third level of

the third hierarchical level to perform a third level of
25

mation relative to reference information obtained from

ery.
10. The method of claim 9 Wherein said step of reorga
niZing further includes the steps of re-tasking at least one
intelligent agent to perform diagnostic tasks on at least one
computer controller that the at least one intelligent agent Was

ery.

35

40

45

13. A method of utiliZing model based intelligent agents
for diagnosing and isolating malfunctions in a vehicle com

Wherein the plurality of agents are disposed in a plu

55

8. The method of claim 7 Wherein said step of performing
the third level of diagnostic tasks further includes the step of
analyZing the failure model relative to reference information
stored Within the at least one intelligent agent disposed in the
third hierarchical level.
9. Amethod of utiliZing model based intelligent agents for
diagnosing and isolating malfunctions in a computer

each intelligent agent has diagnostic capability relative

obtains reference information from a remotely located
knoWledge database through a Wireless communications
link.
12. The method of claim 9 further including the step of

prising the steps of:
disposing a plurality of intelligent agents in the vehicle,

of identifying a failure model relative to the ?rst level of

are disposed in a plurality of hierarchical levels and

11. The method of claim 9 Wherein the at least one

providing a data link to at least one fault indicator operative
to alert a user of the computer controlled machinery that a
fault has occurred.

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the intelligent agent
includes at least one Application Speci?c Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) disposed Within a computer controller.
7. The method of claim 1 Wherein said step of performing
the second level of diagnostic tasks further includes the step

controlled machinery comprising the steps of:
disposing a plurality of intelligent agents in the computer
controlled machinery, Wherein the plurality of agents

not previously performing diagnostic tasks on.

intelligent agent disposed in the third hierarchical level

are in data communication With each other.

diagnostic information.

diagnostic tasks using the second level of diagnostic
information, Wherein the third level of diagnostic tasks
includes analyZing the second level of diagnostic infor
mation relative to reference information, to accomplish
fault isolation Within the computer controlled machin

a remotely located knoWledge database, to accomplish
fault isolation Within the computer controlled machin

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the ?rst
hierarchical level further includes the step of collecting and
analyZing data to accomplish a ?rst level of fault isolation.
3. The method of claim 2 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the
second hierarchical level further includes the step of col
lecting and analyZing data to accomplish a second level of
fault isolation, Wherein the second level of fault isolation
surpasses the ?rst level of fault isolation.
4. The method of claim 3 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the third
hierarchical level further includes the step of collecting and
analyZing data to accomplish a third level of fault isolation,
Wherein the third level of fault isolation surpasses the second
level of fault isolation.
5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the intelligent agents

diagnostic tasks on the ?rst level of diagnostic infor
mation to obtain a second level of diagnostic informa
tion that is communicated to at least one intelligent

mation to obtain a second level of diagnostic

diagnostic tasks using the second level of diagnostic
information, Wherein the third level of diagnostic tasks
includes analyZing the second level of diagnostic infor

at least one intelligent agent disposed in a ?rst hierar
chical level, Wherein the collected data is analyZed to
obtain a ?rst level of diagnostic information and the
?rst level of diagnostic information is communicated to
at least one intelligent agent disposed in a second

rality of hierarchical levels and each intelligent agent
has diagnostic capability relative to the hierarchical
level the intelligent agent is disposed in, and the
plurality of intelligent agents are in data communica
tion With a plurality of computer controllers disposed
Within the vehicle and With each other;
collecting data from the plurality of computer controllers
disposed Within the vehicle via at least one intelligent
agent disposed in a ?rst hierarchical level, Wherein the
collected data is analyZed to obtain a ?rst level of

diagnostic information and the ?rst level of diagnostic
information is communicated to at least one intelligent

agent disposed in a second hierarchical level;
employing at least one intelligent agent disposed in the
second hierarchical level to perform a second level of
65

diagnostic tasks and the second level of diagnostic
tasks includes reorganiZing the at least one intelligent
agent disposed in the ?rst hierarchical level to obtain a
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second level of diagnostic information, Wherein reor
ganiZation involves re-tasking at least one intelligent
agent to perform diagnostic tasks on at least one
computer controller that the at least one intelligent

agent Was not previously performing diagnostic tasks
on, and the second level of diagnostic information is
communicated to at least one intelligent agent disposed
in a third hierarchical level;
employing the at least one intelligent agent disposed in
the third hierarchical level to perform a third level of

10

diagnostic tasks using the second level of diagnostic
information, Wherein the third level of diagnostic tasks
includes analyZing the second level of diagnostic infor
mation relative to reference information to accomplish
fault isolation Within the vehicle.
14. The method of claim 13 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the ?rst

hierarchical level further includes the step of collecting and
analyZing data to accomplish a ?rst level of fault isolation.
15. The method of claim 14 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the

second hierarchical level further includes the step of col
lecting and analyZing data to accomplish a second level of
fault isolation, Wherein the second level of fault isolation
surpasses the ?rst level of fault isolation.
16. The method of claim 15 Wherein the step of collecting
data from at least one intelligent agent disposed in the third
hierarchical level further includes the step of collecting and
analyZing data to accomplish a third level of fault isolation,
Wherein the third level of fault isolation surpasses the second
level of fault isolation.
17. The method of claim 13 further including the step of
providing a data link to at least one fault indicator operative
to alert a user of the vehicle that a fault has occurred.
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18. The method of claim 13 Wherein the at least one

intelligent agent disposed in the third hierarchical level
obtains reference information from a remotely located
knoWledge database through a Wireless communications
link.

